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This article is offered as a resource on the general topic of animal use 

for healthcare purposes from Buddhist perspectives. Some works 

focusing on Buddhist ethics, including in healthcare, already contain 

material regarding animals in this area (e.g. Florida, Harvey, Hughes 

and Keown, Kennaway). In particular, information is included here on 

one special area in which Buddhists have over the past several decades 

made seminal contributions, namely by leading a growing movement to 

publicly acknowledge and reflect on the use of animals for biomedical 

purposes.  

In a very practical and applied way, Buddhism has for decades 

now contributed methods for reflection on the use of sentient beings 

other than humans in the biomedical field. This could be seen as a fresh 

addition to often polarized general public discourse on this issue. It was 

in Buddhist East Asia (e.g. Thailand, Korea, and Japan) that the first 

examples of organizations publicly acknowledging and reflecting on  
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such animal use appeared. A range of specific vehicles have been 

used, such as ceremonies and memorial markers within animal-using 

organizations (Asquith, Choi, Iliff, Kast). In the past ten years, this 

movement has spread outside East Asia as well, adapting to and 

respecting the ethnic/religious diversity of parts of the world where 

Buddhism is not the predominant depth/wisdom tradition. In North 

America for example, activities acknowledging animal use have often 

not used overtly Buddhist symbolism, although in various ways Asian 

Buddhist influences have been key factors in initiating some of the 

leading animal acknowledgement events there (e.g. Lynch and 

Slaughter, Taylor and Davis). 

Additionally included here are a few citations of seminal works 

on the growing body of Western literature regarding relationships 

between humans and other beings (Arluke, Davis and Balfour). 

Though some of these citations are not specifically on Buddhist 

perspectives regarding animal use in biomedicine, they are included as 

links to broader general public and scientific discourse on this topic. 

This is because contributions of Buddhist thought and practice to 

world biomedicine will take place through dialogue with non-

Buddhists, and familiarity with broader discourse on human relations 

with other species can enrich that dialogue. Indeed, traditional 

Buddhist perspectives acknowledging close ties between humans and 

the rest of the natural world may have much in common with emerging 

scientific information and ideas on relationships and boundaries 

between humans and other beings (Kitahara-Frisch), perhaps more so 

than mainstream thought in the Judeo-Christian-Muslim tradition. In 

the West since the 1950s, the most widely-cited guiding principles for 

animal use in biomedicine are the "three Rs": Replacement, Reduction, 

and Refinement of animal use (Russell and Burch, Smith). 

Interestingly, Buddhist authors sometimes arrive at very similar 

positions (Kennaway).  
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Worldwide, the large scale use of animals for biomedical research 

intended to benefit humans and other animals is a relatively new 

development. It is also an area where different strains of Buddhism 

may have, or may have come to have, different views. New thinking 

may have to be applied, as this use of others may not square well with 

some reference points sometimes used by Buddhists regarding taking 

the lives of sentient beings. What might various strains of Buddhist 

thought conclude regarding use of some experimental animals to 

benefit large numbers of humans and other sentient beings? Discourse 

on this topic will of necessity include attitudes towards death: for 

example, how essential is the prolongation of human life? And at what 

costs to other sentient beings? Perhaps the best discussion of varying 

Buddhist viewpoints in this general area is Harvey:  

From the traditional Buddhist perspective, it is more 

certain that killing an animal is wrong than that 

generating better drugs etc. from experiments on it is 

good (cf. King, 1964: 281). If the early Buddhist 

attitude to meat eating is applied in this area, though, it 

will be acceptable for a Buddhist to take drugs that 

others have developed using animal research. The 

Mahayana ethic would give an ambivalent answer: the 

precedent of vegetarianism would suggest opposition to 

drug-testing in that way; the principal of skilful means 

might suggest that it was acceptable, where really 

necessary. However, the precedents of skilful means 

cases only give possible legitimation for killing 

someone about to do a heinous act: not for killing 

innocent beings supposedly to help other beings. (p. 

169)  

Certainly, a tradition as diverse, flexible, and growing as Buddhism 

gives no one unified approach on this or other ethical questions. 
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Perhaps, indeed, as one author suggests, "There is very little 

commonality in theoretical approaches to ethical reasoning in Buddhist 

texts and traditions . . . no unified answers or approaches can be 

expected, and such are really not to be hoped for in the Buddhist 

tradition which respects diversity" (Florida, footnote 2).  

At the same time, Buddhists worldwide have been leaders in 

developing gatherings for respectful reflection regarding sentient 

beings outside our own species that are now being used in 

biomedicine. Although such gatherings do not of course solve the 

current –  and longstanding –  passionate public debate on the pros and 

cons of such animal use, perhaps Buddhism's reflective contribution 

on this issue will be beneficial to people worldwide. Other animals 

may benefit from this trend as well, as reflection on animal use could 

lead some to reduce, replace, or simply stop using other beings in this 

way.  

Please feel free to forward comments and suggestions for 

updating this listing to the author.  
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